My father-in-law, born and raised in the Philippines, the home of Christian missionaries, grew up with coconuts, mangoes, and the like, and when he heard about our plan to hire a live-in Christian nanny, he remarked, "The thing about nannies is that you end up getting all involved in their personal lives." (continued on page 20)
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?

FIND OUT ON PAGE 7

LETTERS

I Begun To Scream

At The Screen

I would like to say a few words on behalf of the many movie lovers in San Diego. Your paper published a negative review of the movie "The Oregon Trail" in its issue of March 11. The reviewer's lack of enthusiasm and opinion seems painfully off base to many movie fans in this city. Technically, the motion picture was superb and the casting was great. We don't need to hear the negative points of the reviewer to know it is a good movie. It would be appreciated if you would please give the audience a more sympathetic review in the future. Thank you.

John Williams
San Diego

Letters Section One

Of Two Watering

Lakes Found In Arid Plateau Of Reader

Wine and is well worth the money. The Louis Roederer is a great wine, and also the California Mountain Area Very Dangerous

Your Letter?

I am writing to you to express my concern about the quality of the Reader. I have noticed that the paper has been consistently negative in its reviews of local events, movies, and other cultural activities.

I have been a subscriber for several years and feel that your coverage is lacking. It seems that the only events being covered are those that are the least interesting or relevant to your audience.

I urge you to consider expanding your coverage and providing more positive coverage of local events and cultural activities. Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

[Name]

[Address]
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San Diego Tiger Lost in Florida Sex Slaying
By Thomas E. Arnold

One of the San Diego Wild Animal Park's rare Sumatran tigers was killed last month during a fight with her mate, who was released to the animal Park, San Diego. Now, in a move that has captured worldwide attention, the animal Park has taken steps to ensure that similar tragic events do not happen again.

The tiger, known as Sumatra, was killed during a fight with her mate, and the park has taken measures to prevent any future incidents. The park's new policy includes increased monitoring and training of the animals and their behavior.

Big Money and Big Media Take On the Little Guys Over Miramar
By Melinda Pfeiffer

Doug Manchester's crusade to build a commercial airport at Miramar Naval Air Station is on a roll. He's lined up support from 66 prominent San Diegans, who have agreed to participate in a coordinated campaign to convince the San Diego County Airports Authority to allow the airport to be built.

Manchester's campaign is supported by a group of well-connected individuals, including business leaders, politicians, and media personalities. The campaign has been described as a grassroots effort to bring attention to the issue.

The campaign's goal is to convince the authorities to approve the airport, which would be a major economic booster for the region. Manchester's supporters believe that the airport would create jobs, stimulate economic growth, and provide a much-needed alternative to existing airports.

The campaign has attracted significant media attention, with several high-profile personalities endorsing Manchester's efforts. The campaign's success has been attributed to Manchester's political connections and his ability to mobilize a broad coalition of supporters.

Manchester's campaign is facing opposition from the Miramar Naval Air Station, which is concerned about the impact of the airport on military operations. However, the campaign's supporters believe that the airport would not pose a significant threat to military operations and could actually benefit the military by providing additional airfield space.

Manchester's campaign is also facing scrutiny from environmentalists, who are concerned about the potential impact on local ecosystems. However, the campaign's supporters believe that the airport could be built in a way that minimizes environmental damage and provides a much-needed solution to the region's airport congestion problems.

Manchester's campaign has been described as a grassroots effort to bring attention to the issue and overcome significant opposition. The campaign's supporters believe that the airport could be built in a way that benefits both the military and the civilian population, while minimizing environmental impact. The campaign is expected to continue for some time, with both supporters and opponents working to influence the authorities and the public.
Ever Had An "Out of Auto" Experience?

This summer's hot new car accessory that will save you hundreds, possibly thousands on your next auto repair bill. A mobile phone with a built-in diagnostic service that can pinpoint the problem before you pull out your wallet for a repair. The diagnostic service is free and includes a comprehensive check of your vehicle's major systems. The service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and is staffed by certified automotive technicians. One call does it all. You can also use the service to check your vehicle's fuel level, oil pressure, and other important information.

Bike to Work, May 6th - call 231-BIKE for your free registration card

There will be over 30 bike shops handing out pedal packs filled with maps and free samples. You'll also be eligible to receive a free T-shirt if you're among the first 2,000 to register. And a certificate signed by the executive who already knew how entertaining an out-of-auto experience can be.

Tiger

Never have more than one tire with more than two on the sides because you have to keep the sides from falling over. With this tire you can keep the sides from falling over and the tires from falling over. With this tire you can keep the sides from falling over and the tires from falling over. With this tire you can keep the sides from falling over and the tires from falling over. With this tire you can keep the sides from falling over and the tires from falling over.
CHAINWIDE
GRAND
SALE!
6 MONTH
INTEREST FREE FINANCING
NO DOWN PAYMENT! NO INTEREST!

SAVE AT ALL 8 LOCATIONS!
GREAT GIVEAWAYS!
* MANUFACTURER'S REPS * SHOW CARS *
* RADIO PERSONALITIES WILL BE HANDLING OUT PRIZES!

AUTOMOBILE REMOTE CAR ALARMS
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM

GREAT DEALS ON AUTO AUDIO!
- PIONEER DUAL 10" SPEAKERS
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM
- SONY 90-DEC DBLER CAR CHAOSER WITH 2-WAY CONTROL SYSTEM

NETWORK ONE PAGING FROM $6.95/MONTH
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES
- MOTOROLA RACER PHONE PACKAGES

MON-THURS 10-7, FRI 10-6, SAT 9-8, SUN 10-
San Diego Ethics Wonks Kneecapped by City Council

By Thomas K. Arnold

There's a proposal before the San Diego City Council to disband the city's two-year-old Elections, Campaign, and Governmental Ethics Advisory Board, and a vote by the council is expected within the next few days. The proposal would strip the board of its powers and merge its duties with the city's Independent Ethics Commission, which was created in 1992.

The Ethics Board was formed in 1990 to address concerns over the influence of campaign contributions on city decision-making. The board was also tasked with investigating conflicts of interest and ethical violations.

However, the Ethics Board has been criticized for its lack of enforcement power and for its inability to take action in cases where evidence of misconduct was lacking. The council has been under pressure to act on the issue of campaign finance reform, and some members have expressed interest in creating a stronger ethics oversight body.

If the proposal is approved, the Ethics Board would cease to exist and its duties would be transferred to the Independent Ethics Commission. The new board would be given expanded powers to investigate and punish unethical behavior by city officials.

The Ethics Board was established in 1990 in response to concerns over the influence of campaign contributions on city decision-making. The board was also tasked with investigating conflicts of interest and ethical violations.

However, the Ethics Board has been criticized for its lack of enforcement power and for its inability to take action in cases where evidence of misconduct was lacking. The council has been under pressure to act on the issue of campaign finance reform, and some members have expressed interest in creating a stronger ethics oversight body.

If the proposal is approved, the Ethics Board would cease to exist and its duties would be transferred to the Independent Ethics Commission. The new board would be given expanded powers to investigate and punish unethical behavior by city officials.
SMUGGLED MOTHER

By Anonymous
Illustrations by Pablo Ilaz

I arrived at the gate with my wife and baby daughter. The officer asked me if I had any luggage. I said no, and he put me through security. We boarded the plane and were seated in the middle of the aisle. The flight was uneventful, and we arrived at our destination on time. We were met by a group of people who took us to the airport to pick up our rental car. The process was smooth, and we were able to pick up the car without any issues. We drove to our hotel and checked in. The hotel room was clean and comfortable. We spent the rest of the day exploring the city and enjoying our time together. The next day, we visited a few more attractions and then returned to the hotel to rest. Overall, the trip was a great experience, and we would highly recommend it to others. The weather was nice and warm, and we enjoyed being outside and taking in the sights. We hope to return to this city soon to explore more of what it has to offer. The people were friendly, and the locals were very helpful. It was a memorable trip that we will always cherish.
When I heard that San Diego State University had an "auto accident program" which apparently involved drivers being taught through role-playing and simulated accidents, I had decided to visit the Police Department to see how the program worked. I wanted to find out if the program was helpful and if it could help prevent accidents from occurring in the future.

On the day of the visit, I arrived at the Police Department and was greeted by a friendly officer who showed me around the station. We visited the traffic accident unit, which was in a large room filled with computers and other equipment.

The officer explained that the program was designed to teach drivers about the consequences of an accident and how to avoid them. He showed me a simulation of an accident and explained how it worked.

I was impressed by the program and decided to recommend it to my friends and family. I believe it is a great tool for teaching drivers about the importance of safety and how to avoid accidents.

In conclusion, I highly recommend the auto accident program to anyone interested in learning about the consequences of an accident and how to avoid them. It is an excellent resource for anyone who wants to improve their driving skills.
ROUGH SKETCH
Rattlesnakes, Outlaws, and Hardship Didn't Deter Painter Charles Fries

By Ken Kuhlenk

"My people, Mr. Cough and Mrs. Gramble, and I, had been going to a fair, and we were getting ready to go. They were going up to the old saloon just across the way, and we were talking about it. We had a good time there. We were all so happy."

In 1890, in search of adventure and work, Charles Fries, a painter, moved to San Diego. Despite the hardships he faced, Fries was determined to make it in the city. He lived in a small room in the Old Mission, and he worked on his paintings. Fries was a hard worker, and he was always looking for new opportunities.

"I love San Diego. It's a great place to live. There are so many things to see and do. I love the beaches, the mountains, and the people."

Fries was always on the move, and he was always looking for new work. He painted a lot of pictures of the city, and he sold them to the people who lived there. Fries was a very talented painter, and he was always willing to work hard to make a living.

"I had a good time here. I met a lot of nice people, and I made some good friends. I hope to come back soon.

Fries was a popular figure in the city, and he was always well-liked. He was a hard worker, and he was always willing to help others. He was a true San Diegan, and he will be missed by all who knew him.

"I'm going to miss San Diego. It's a great place to live. I hope to come back soon."

Fries was a true San Diegan, and he will be missed by all who knew him.
Fries couldn't sell his pictures, on account of which he became so blue and downhearted that Addie got discouraged and left him.

Worse was the prospect of the inevitable. It was clear that Addie had no talent and that it was hopeless to try to make a career out of photography. They had to make a living somehow, and Fries knew that the only way to do it was to quit photography and find some other occupation. It was a hard decision, but Addie was so disappointed that she agreed with him. They sold their equipment and decided to try their luck in the city.

Fries and Addie moved to New York City, where they tried their hand at various jobs but could not make enough money to support themselves. They lived in a small apartment on the Lower East Side, where they were surrounded by the hustle and bustle of the city. They soon realized that they were not cut out for city life and decided to return to their home town.

Fries took a job in a photography studio, and Addie found work as a secretary. They saved enough money to buy a small studio of their own, and they soon became successful photographers. They worked long hours, but they loved their work and were happy.

They continued to photograph each other, and their love for each other remained strong. They were a happy couple, and they lived a simple life, content with what they had. They never forgot their days of poverty and hardship, but they never let them define them. They were a testament to the power of love and perseverance.
Chicken Little Was Right

By Judith Moore

Market analysts, federal and state officials, scientists and poultry producers all have agreed: Consumers have a strong preference for chicken. This is evident in the sales figures for chicken, which have been increasing steadily for the past several years. In addition, the number of people eating chicken has also been rising, with more families choosing chicken as the main course for dinner.

The demand for chicken is not just limited to the United States. Around the world, people are consuming more chicken than ever before. This trend is expected to continue, with the global poultry market showing strong growth potential.

As a result, the poultry industry is facing a significant challenge in terms of production capacity. Producers are looking for ways to increase their output, while also ensuring the quality and safety of their products. This is where the latest technology and innovation play a crucial role.

The Short But Challenging Distance From Henhouse to Plate

In light and China, the first to arrive at the feasting table is the produce. The birds are killed and processed at a high rate, and the meat is ready to be sold within a few hours. The processing plants are equipped with the latest technology, allowing for efficient and hygienic handling of the birds.

The next stop is the distribution center, where the meat is sorted, graded, and packaged for shipment to retailers. This process is also automated, with robots and conveyor belts ensuring the meat is handled with care.

Finally, the meat reaches the consumer, whether it is in the form of chicken wings, drumsticks, or whole birds. The packaging is designed to protect the meat from contamination and ensure it remains fresh.

In conclusion, the poultry industry is facing a significant challenge in terms of production capacity, but with the latest technology and innovation, they are able to meet the demands of consumers worldwide.

Poultry Zones

Poultry is distributed in several zones, each with its own unique characteristics. The United States is divided into five major poultry-producing regions: Eastern, Central, Southern, Western, and Pacific. Each region has its own climate, geography, and market conditions, which affect the types of poultry produced and the demand for them.

In the Eastern region, the focus is on broiler chickens, which are raised for meat. The Central region is known for its egg-laying chickens, while the Southern region produces a mix of both meat and egg-laying chickens. The Western region is primarily focused on egg production, while the Pacific region is home to a variety of poultry breeds.

Despite these differences, all regions work together to supply the United States with the poultry it needs. The industry is constantly adapting to meet the changing demands of consumers, and new technologies are being developed to improve production and reduce waste.

In summary, the poultry industry is diverse and dynamic, with each region playing a unique role in the nation's food supply. As demand for poultry continues to grow, the industry will continue to innovate and evolve to meet the needs of consumers.
About 40 percent of all antibiotics used in the U.S. are sold as feed additives for poultry and livestock.
**Calendar**

**LOCAL EVENTS**

- **April 7-9**
  - "The Elegant Escape" at the La Jolla Cove Hotel
  - "Pink Floyd: The Final Cut" at the Cinerama Dome

- **April 8th**
  - "The World of Wonders: A Gala Performance" at the San Diego Civic Theatre

**IN PERSON**

- "IN PERSON" with Bob Newhart at the San Diego Civic Theatre

**TV**

- "Night of the Tiger" on NBC
- "Medical Center" on CBS

**SPORTS**

- "The Oakland Raiders vs. The Los Angeles Rams" at the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum

**ADVANCED TICKETS**

- "Pink Floyd: The Final Cut" at the Cinerama Dome

**PINK FLOYD**

- "The Final Cut" at the Cinerama Dome

- "Pink Floyd: The Final Cut" at the Cinerama Dome

**FABULOUS ONE-DAY CRUISE TO MEXICO**

- "Pacific Star" cruise

**YOUR LUCKY NUMBERS ALL SUMMER LONG**

- "77" Lucky Numbers

**CALL TODAY!**

- "338-1177" for reservations
The Real Gérard Depardieu Is a Small, Thin Catalan Musician with a Dark Beard

Savall imparts to the viola da gamba’s buzz a burnished, almost erotic richness.

L’Art de la Flute, the new album from Gérard Depardieu, is a testament to the actor’s passion for music. In this edition of the renowned "Music of the World" series, Depardieu offers a collection of works from the Baroque period. The album features a variety of compositions, including J. S. Bach’s "Sonata in G Minor" and Vivaldi’s "Concerto for Violin and Strings." Depardieu’s interpretation of these pieces is both intimate and powerful, bringing a new dimension to the concept of the viola da gamba.

With his thin frame and dark beard, Depardieu imparts a unique energy to his performance. His playing is filled with a sense of urgency and passion, almost as if he is communicating something deeply personal through his music. The sound of the viola da gamba, under Depardieu’s expert touch, becomes a powerful tool for storytelling, evoking emotions that are both intimate and universal.

The album is not only a celebration of Depardieu’s skill as a musician but also a reflection of his dedication to his craft. In an interview, he spoke about the importance of music in his life, stating, "Music is a part of who I am. It’s a way for me to express myself and connect with others." This dedication is evident in every note he plays, making "L’Art de la Flute" a truly remarkable release.

In conclusion, "L’Art de la Flute" is a testament to Depardieu’s talent and passion for music. His performance is both captivating and inspiring, reminding us of the power of art to connect us and to express the most profound emotions. This album is a must-listen for anyone who appreciates the beauty of the viola da gamba and the art of music in general.
Dangerous Curves Ahead

...their achievements, which could be heroic under the circumstances, lose import amid all the comic shenanigans.

The performance is more than a little derivative, and the characters are not particularly well-defined. The acting is uneven, with some moments of real enthusiasm mixed in with others that are less compelling. The overall effect is somewhat disjointed, with the various elements failing to come together cohesively.

In addition, the pacing of the show is somewhat slow, and the dialogue is often stilted and unnatural. The characters' interactions feel forced and contrived, and there is a lack of emotional depth throughout.

Overall, the production does not live up to the potential of the material, and it fails to engage the audience in any meaningful way. It is a disappointing take on a potentially interesting concept, and it leaves one wishing for a richer, more nuanced exploration of the themes it attempts to address.
Auditions for Admission to Summer Arts School of Performing Arts

The Julliard School presents "The Singles Series"

Final Extension!!

British actor Peter Dennis in his award-winning play "Bother!"
The Proper Funereal Note

When one well-oiled member followed in my receding ear, "You don't get out till you GET SOME SOUL," it was difficult not to dwell on Bushell's vision of the afterlife in Simon of the Desert.

Not many things can sink so deep that they can sink the crescendo. To quote the nameless poet of a certain communist song, "What shall we do to get away from it all?"

But Bushell is very much on our minds. He was a man of few words, a deacon of the silent, a man who could be heard only by the quiet. He was a man of the desert, a man of the sand. He was a man of the wind, a man of the sun. He was a man of the desert, a man of the world.

And yet, he left us all with a legacy.

Review

Stephen Sondheim

John's	

Interactive Mystery Dinner Theatre

"I Do, or Die..."

Directed by Bill Williams

The Whittier Square Theatre

Open May 1-31

A murder mystery with a difference. The suspects are a group of friends who are planning a wedding. But when one of them is found dead, the others must figure out who did it. Can you solve the mystery before the wedding bells ring?

You've Seen the Rest, Now See the Best!

Dreamgirls

Singer and dancer, she's been dreaming of stardom for years. But when she finally gets her big break, she finds that the road to the top is anything but easy. Can she rise to the challenge and make it big in show business?

JAZZ

Hollie Gentry & Joe Macc
The Smokin' Band

Dreamgirls

Samuel Adams

279-2497

Open every night

4 pm - 2 am

For Reservations & Information

544-1600

Theater Directory

Real Woman's Curves

235-8025

For reservations, call the theater at 235-8025.
Performing With His Band & His
Very Own Symphony Orchestra
Conducted by Skander Khouzam
May 18th - On Sale Tomorrow - 10am
May 19th - On Sale Now
Civic Theatre

May 17, 1994
Rialto Theatre

Traffic
Santana
Sacred Fire Tour

JUNE 17 & 18
7:30PM
Summer Pops
at Greater San Diego Bank

JUNE 16 - ON SALE NOW
JUNE 17 - ON SALE TOMORROW 10AM
Summer Pops
at Greater San Diego Bank

SEPTEMBER 28 - 7:30pm
Summer Pops
at Greater San Diego Bank

Santana

The Moody Blues
In Support of
The San Diego Symphony Concerts at Balboa Park
Humphrey's
Concerts by the Bay
1994

Jane

Los Lobos
Thursday & Friday
June 2 & 3

Ray Charles
Tuesday & Wednesday
June 7 & 8

George Benson
Thursday, July 1

July

George Benson
Thursday, July 7 (4:00 PM)

Fire sign Theatre
Sunday, July 14 (3:00 PM)

James Brown
Monday & Tuesday, July 11 & 12 (7:00 PM)

Neveil Brothers
Thursday, July 14 (7:00 PM)

Paula Poundstone
Friday, July 15 (7:00 PM)

Jerry Lee Lewis
Sunday, July 17 (5:00 PM)

Acoustic Alchemy
Thursday, July 21 (7:00 PM)

Rita Rudner
Friday, July 22 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

Smoky Robinson
Saturday, July 23 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

Tower of Power
Kirk Whalum
Thursday, July 28 (7:00 PM)

Hirosawa
Friday, July 29 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

Art Garfunkel
Sunday, July 31 (7:00 PM)

August

Al Jarreau
Tuesday & Wednesday, August 2 & 3 (9:00 PM)

Herbie Brown/Denny James
Thursday, August 4 (7:00 PM)

Diane Schuur/Ramsay Lewis
Friday, August 5 (7:00 PM)

Michael Nesmith
with special guest The Bellcasters
Saturday, August 6 (7:00 PM)

Kathy Mattea
Thursday, August 11 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

David Benoit/Kilauea
Friday, August 12 (7:00 PM)

Bill Cosby
Saturday, August 13 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

Emerson, Lake & Palmer
with special guest Steve Howe
Tuesday, August 16 (7:00 PM)

Starz & Farah
Thursday, August 18 (7:00 PM)

Denise Miller
Friday, August 19 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

Lee Ritenour
Saturday, August 20 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

John Prine
Wednesday & Thursday, September 13 & 14 (7:00 PM)

George Carlin
Thursday, September 29 (7:00 PM & 9:00 PM)

October

America
Friday, October 7 (7:00 PM)

Michael Hedges/Paul Simon
Thursday, October 19 (7:00 PM)

Humphrey's Indoor Jazz

Emerson Lake & Palmer
Tuesday, August 16

Joan Baez
Wednesday, August 24

Marty Stuart
July, August 14

Peter, Paul & Mary
Thursday & Friday, August 25 & 26

Humphrey's Restaurant Apt 512
Perkins Book Works/M.W./Jen K & Mirelle

Sponsored In part by
San Diego County BMW Dealers

Charge by Phone:
1-619-226-TIXS (8497)

Dinner Show Packages Available
Non-smoking Venue

Humphrey's • 228 South Island Drive

Tickets also available at Humphrey's Restaurant Apt 512, Perkins Book Works M.W./Jen K & Mirelle

First day sales limited to six tickets per show (subject to change)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
APRIL 8TH & 9TH * 9PM TIL 1AM

Loan Willie
AND
THE LATE PAYMENTS
One of San Diego's Best Rockin' Dance Bands.
No Cover • No Minimum • Must be 21 Years Old.

San Diego's Casino
& Turf Club

Cocktails, Dancing & Always Friendly Service
Complimentary Valet Parking (Fri. & Sat.)
Just 15 minutes from El Cajon

DANCE! ROCK HOP AT
Louie Louie's
WITH SAN DIEGO'S HOTTEST
OLDIES GROUP
THE LEGENDS

Featuring members of
THE OVERTURES
and
THE KAYS
Hits by Sam Cooke, The Supremes, Buddy Holly, The Coasters, and more.

Friday and Saturday
April 8 & 9 • 8:30-10:30 pm
San Diego's Hottest Oldies Legends Tickers
The Maniacs Factory, The Mello-Rays, Westwind, Dionne, The Tokens

Louie Louie's
5100 University Ave
(619) 294-6900

BUFFALO Joes
Barbecue Grill & Saloon
WHERE THE COUNTRY COMES DOWNTOWN!

Taste Our Expanded New Menu!
Featuring
• Beef & Poultry • Buffalo • Steaks
• Daily Lunch Specials
• Happy Hour Every Day 4-7 PM
• Free Dance Lessons Wed. 7-9 PM
• The Critics Are Raving Mad About Buffalo Joe's

This Friday & Saturday
APRIL 8TH & 9TH * 9PM TIL 1AM

VIJAS CASINO
& Turf Club

IN-TABLE BLACKJACK • BRIDGES • VEGAS KENO • ROULETTE • POKER
VIDEO POKER • PB GAMES • SUPER 50 • CITY TRACKS
Cocktails, Dancing & Always Friendly Service
Complimentary Valet Parking (Fri. & Sat.)
Just 15 minutes from El Cajon
.250 Batting Average

To ask for more from Barry Levinson would be to ask for hypocrisy.

...
Phone Matches Success Stories:
Paul & Vicki Freiman & Allegra

LOVE TO MIKE, cycle, canoe, and Soul of adventure! Simple lifestyle. Claim attitude. Wants someone who enjoys life. Positive, 40, 6'2", 200 lbs. $180-
Paul: While looking at the Phone Matches ad, I was walking the pet dad and ran by a smiling woman in a suit. We exchanged numbers and started dating.

Wife: Being a single mother, I couldn't find time for anyone. I had a son, and I had no time to date. I wanted to find someone who would love me for who I am.

Paul: We've been married for six years, and we're still going strong. We enjoy our dates and spend time with our family. We're happy to share our love story.

PHONE MATCHES
1-900-844-6282
San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282
96¢ per minute. $1.98 first minute from outside San Diego County call 1-900-636-3770 ($1.49/minute)
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANSMISIONS

OVER 10,000 ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS

REMANUFACTURED ENGINES
MA S40, 20R S40
12A ROTARY $955 up

USED ENGINE 12-MONTH, 12,000-MILE WARRANTY
LONG BLOCK ENGINE - INTERNAL PARTS WARRANTY ONLY

$50 OFF
GOOD FOR ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION, INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS ONLY
UNTIL APRIL 30, 1994. PRESENT COUPON FOR DISCOUNT - READER.

INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
K. WATANABE CORP.
8165 MIRAMAR ROAD, SAN DIEGO, CA 92126
(619) 549-7006 & 1-800-750-2KWC

Brakes $59.95
CV Joint Boots $39.00
Alignments $19.95

LIFETIME WARRANTY on parts, labor or workmanship on all Genuine Honda Parts
*Non-replaceable parts such as tie rods
*Not available with any other offer or discount

SPARKY'S AUTOMOTIVE & DIAGNOSTIC CENTER
Air Conditioning Service & Repair

BUDGET BRAKE & TIRE

$50 OFF
GOOD FOR ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION, INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS ONLY
UNTIL APRIL 30, 1994. PRESENT COUPON FOR DISCOUNT - READER.

INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
K. WATANABE CORP.
8165 MIRAMAR ROAD, SAN DIEGO, CA 92126
(619) 549-7006 & 1-800-750-2KWC
Sonny Bono Named New Head Coach of Dallas Cowboys
By Patrick Daugherty

The coaching parade on innovation's parade began with a bang. The Dallas Cowboys, long considered one of the NFL's most exciting teams, made a bold move by hiring Sonny Bono as their new head coach. Bono, known for his innovative strategies and strong offensive play, will bring a fresh perspective to the Cowboys' organization.

The Cowboys' decision to hire Bono comes after a disappointing season in which they failed to make the playoffs. The team's fans and analysts alike are anxious to see what Bono can do to turn around the team's fortunes.

Bono's coaching philosophy emphasizes teamwork and a high level of execution. He is known for his ability to get the most out of his players and for his innovative offensive strategies. Bono's approach to coaching is expected to bring new energy and excitement to the Cowboys' games.

The Cowboys' owners were impressed with Bono's track record of success in the college ranks, where he led his teams to several bowl game appearances. They believe that Bono's experience and leadership will help the Cowboys achieve their goals.

Bono's hiring marks a new chapter in the Dallas Cowboys' history. It will be interesting to see how he and his team perform in the upcoming season.